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Robert Fernandez, selected by
Robyn Schiff

INTRODUCTION TO THE WORK OF ROBERT FERNANDEZ

Hy per-awake and hy per-precise, We Are Pharaoh, by  Robert

Fernandez is an extravagant work of v isionary  bearing, and

as the heir of works such as Blake's Marriage of Heaven and

Hell, Johnson's Ark, and Plath's Ariel, its keening rages and

ravages and rises my steriously . Experiencing these poems

can be unnerv ing, and becoming implicated in the dy namo of

power, history , death, afterlife, and dust that radiates from

the Pharaohstate we join as we pass Go here is a strong

undertow indeed; but Fernandez promises in the opening

poem "Poly hedron," "Speed and seeing are the only

prerequisites." Y ou'll need the Ferrari on page 12 to keep

pace, and the light of "The body , sentient candle,/ dripping

sparks" on page 31  to ask "What illuminates the morning

better than the souls of the dead," "to see / the energy  we eat"

and to witness the revelation later: "Lately , all the eggs hold a

dot of blood and lately  in films a sophisticated sorcery  flows

over the ceilings and I see it."

An egret, a heron, a flamingo, a toucan, and a vulture: this

must be Florida.  "The clear light of the overpasses / and the

pale light of billboards/ veils us": This must be Miami. If the

effulgence is more neon than y ou're used to, remember the

climate is tropical and the Deco facade sty lizes the ray s of the

sun against a backdrop of real sun. Think tomb of King Tut,

think Futurism and ocean liner, and be careful. The

atmosphere is glamorous and raw—a heavy weight title fight,

but faster, swifter, more soulful: "The jai-alai sling of

involuntary  memory ." And in regard to more hell-bent blood

sport: "The cock will not be bled / without the ringing of the

bets behind it."  One does not simply  read this book; one

confronts it, undergoes it, and with luck and concentration

and the right reading conditions, is transformed by  it. My

advice to y ou as y ou contend with this volume: "Find the

wheel."

—Roby n Schiff

 

HELL ME DOWN

ROBERT FERNANDEZ

We take stock of the forearms:

They  are like red snapper, slick

And sharp; they  are like glass.

Y ou see I am falling through

My  pleasure like an intimacy

Of mirrors rubbing against

The face and y ou cannot uncut

The stomach: it is a die.

Here is the heat because we must begin.

Red rainbow spread like a hawk's gills;

Red rainbow tied off in its black holes

Which dot the ceiling because it is enough.

A nurse raises
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We Are Pharaoh

Robert Fernandez. Canarium (SPD, dist.), $14 trade paper (136p) ISBN 978-0-9822376-5-6

The prose poems, torqued anecdotes and free verse fragments of Fernandez's first collection
emanate from a country based in part on news from the global South, in part on the smoke trails of

European surrealism, and in part (the best part) on ancient Egypt, whose iconography and whose
doomed empire provide an armature for Fernandez's uneasy scenes: "A nurse raises/ Her beak from
my chest/ All my vultures are warm/ And with gold discs for heads,/ All my vultures are form."
Sometimes (especially early on) Fernandez juxtaposes his own desires with the needs and events he

sees in the developing world: "You open your heart's wings like a bread riot, split the uncooked
potatoes on the table with a glance, and eat." The awkwardness of the comparison seems
deliberate, the irony wrenching: how can we contemplate our own language, our own longings, when
there are such big events going on far away? The emotional and the ethical questions that the

starkest moment pursue can get overshadowed by the showiness elsewhere, reminiscent of earlier
American poets (Ben Belitt, say) who also took cues from surrealists: "that a honeyed crucifixion has
courage/ that the wind commissions horsehair sofas"; "Or if I say damage, but you show that you
are April; if I say damage and you are April in the midst of institutions, holographs and the prolonged

death of myth." Some first books leave too much out; Fernandez, attentive both to political austerity
and to the delights of ornament, tries very hard to get everything in. (Apr.)
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